
TEAMS Fixed Asset Requisition/PO Procedures 

Ship To Location: 

ALL fixed assets should have 731 as the ship to/delivery location so that are delivered to the warehouse for Linda Little 

to tag. 

 Purchasing will be reviewing this and denying fixed assets that do not properly have 731 selected as the 

ship to location. 

Requisitions Cannot Combine Unrelated Items in One Cart/PO  

There must be a one-to-one relationship to accommodate the TEAMS Fixed Asset system.  You can’t have unrelated 

items that are not part of the asset(s) in the same cart/requisition/PO.  See below for examples: 

Incorrect:   Projectors, Unrelated installations, etc., all entered in one cart resulting in one PO. 

Example- 3 projectors, 5 installations for projectors, 2 installations for smartboards already purchased) 

Example- 5 switches with varying amount of components that do not equally correlate to the number of 

switches 

Correct:  Projectors and the related installation should be in cart/PO if the same vendor is providing the 

installation using either 6395 or 6639 depending on price 

Example- 2 projectors and 2 installations in one cart. 

Example- 5 switches, and five of the various components that relate to each switch should be in the cart.  – 

If they are different types- do a separate PO/cart for each type with the correct amount of items. 

 Note:  If another vendor is used for installation, it should be on a separate PO coded to 6249. 

 If the installation is for the installing of the asset(s) on the PO, then it should be coded to the fixed asset 

code 6395 or 6639 

IPAD Purchases 

Individual IPads must have Apple Care separate coded to 6249. 

If a package of a group of 10 is purchased, the vendor includes the Apple care so it is all entered to 6395 as a quantity of 

1 unit. 

Consulting, Support, Maintenance, etc., 

Do NOT code to fixed asset 6395 or 6639.  They should be coded to the correct object for the applicable service, typically 

6249. 

Percentages 

Please do not use percentages to split codes on the requisitions 50:50, 70:30, etc., it causes system problems in 

Accounts Payable.  You can split codes using dollar amounts with a separate line for each account code. 

 



Special Instructions Field 

When submitting a requisition for a PO involving Fixed Assets, please include the following in Special Instructions: 

                Location (meaning which building) 

                Room# (if there’s no room number, as clear as possible) 

                Name of Employee Responsible (not the position – the person’s name) 

  

Examples: 

REL/Room N101/John Smith 

REL/Library/”Librarian’s Name”    

ADMN/Technology/John Orbaugh    

PDC/Curriculum/Nancy Swanson     

  

When a Department orders FAs for someone or a location other than their building, in Special Instructions,  include the 

actual Location for placement/Room #/Name of Person Responsible 

(example:           Fine Arts orders equipment for the Orchestra at REL…..REL/Orchestra Room/Teacher’s 

Name 

                                Technology orders computers for 15 teachers at REL…..REL/Teacher’s Room 

#/Teacher’s Name (List all 15 separately) 

 

 


